The importance of the quantum chemical method and thermal decomposition kinetics on double-base propellant was reviewed. The main analysis methods and theory mode of thermal decomposition kinetics were enumerated and analyzed. It is significant to put quantum chemical method and thermal decomposition kinetics together on thermal decomposition of energetic materials especially double-base propellant. That provide science basis for safe function assesses of the propellant. It provides science basis for the forecast of service life and the evaluation of security. Keywords-double-base propellant; quantum chemical; thermal decomposition kinetics; theory mode; forecast of life I.
INTRODUCTION
The thermal analysis phenomenon that discovered at the earliest stage was hot to lose heavy, which is observed firstly when 1786 studied a porcelain and ceramics to glue soil by British Edgwood, but it is still in the 50's in 20th century that thermal analysis technique really meaning establish and develop [1-2]. The thermal analysis dynamics was applied theoretically inquire into physics variety and the mechanism of the chemical reaction, and building up the relation of process progress, time and temperature on the application, that can be used for the service life that predicts material and evaluate the risk of containing the ability material and provide a storage condition. The characteristics of thermal decomposition of energetic materials are explained by thermal analysis technique [3] . At the same time, applying quantum chemistry into the hot decomposition of energetic materials especially the double-base propellant, and by way of quantum chemistry calculation method to set up the hot decomposition mechanism that double-base propellant, and used with hot analysis method, that will consumedly raise research efficiency.
II. METHOD OF QUANTUM CHEMISTRY
In recent years, the calculation method of the quantum chemistry and the rapid development of the calculator operation speed, make the quantum chemistry get an extensive application in the research [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Wang Xue-jie [9] ] adopted the method of TG and DSC measures PZFX is in nitrogen atmosphere and empty atmosphere in of hot resolve process, made use of the quantum chemistry GAMESS software to compute the key class of the molecules of PZFX to predict PZFX hot decomposition mechanism.
Xue Yun-na [10] adopted Gaussian 98 medium DFT-B3 LYP method at the 6-31 Gs(d, p) radical set level bottom to 3,4-the double(3 ＇ -nitrics radicle benzenes-1 ＇ -radical) oxidize Mao, we carry on all of structure excellent turn and Wiberg key class calculation, and adopt TG-DSC-FITR-MS which is an analyze method as to research on the hot decomposition mechanism.
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Zhang Xing-gao outlined the compound, hot decomposition and application prospects of high nitrogen synthesizing. Making use of the research method of quantum chemistry to high nitrogen synthesizing a theory calculation, getting the calculation of MNDO calculate way to the born Han of high nitrification thing is more accurate.
Liu Zhi-yong [11] stable geometry of isopropyl nitrate, a kind of propellant, was obtained from energy optimization calculation by quantum chemistry method.
The static property was analyzed on this basis the theory at firework character ability of research realm, especially the estimate resolves the mechanism have with reaction path aspect to know a function greatly. Zong He-hou [12] took FOX-7 as an example to introduce that adopting the method of the density is suffused with a letter to study FOX-7 according to the quantum chemistry theory and it two kinds of molecules that can divide a different construction reach type and hot decomposition together. Table I listed 
III. DYNAMICS METHOD
At the hot decomposition of the energetic material, resolve calories and quality data the loss usually is the total pack of process of decomposition, only depend it is can hardly for hot analysis income data to acquire reaction mechanism, for accurate study it hot resolve process, have to the outcome carry on analytical the in common use method has the adoption TG-DSC-FTI R and TG-DSC-MS for energetic material of molecules decomposition the step and mechanism research provide a great deal of data [13] .
a) Theory Model
The heat resolves a velocity equation:
Among that, a is conversion rate, K(T) is reaction kinetics constant, ƒ(a) is responds mechanism function.
For push forward the hot decomposition of, assumption reaction kinetics constant IC(T) with respond that the relation of temperature T can be meant with the Arrehenius equation:
Respond mechanism function adopts a type: Where, m is sample quality, Q is number of hot effect, Ti is the start temperature of resolve reaction [14] .
b) Kinetic Analysis Method
In addition, some comment dynamics methods contain method of Zivkovic [15] , method of Doyle and method of Agrawal [16] , method of Freeman-Carroll [17] , method of Friedman [18] , method of Starink [19] , method of Anderson-Freeman [20] , method of Popescu [21] and method of Criado standard curve [22] and method of method of Coats-Redfern [23, 24] etc.s. Table   II medium listed this a few dynamics analysis methods. Note: t for time(s); Cs for the constant; ƒ(a) for the differential calculus form of mechanism function; n for respond series.
c) Forecast of Life
It is easy for propellant to be influence by external environment, that the stability is worse of the propellant.
The stabilize function can influence the safety of storage of propellant directly. Thus, it is an important military meaning and economic meaning to do some research on stabilize of propellant and forecast the life of safely storage.
Dakin [25] put forward and apply experiment to prove that the material a number to present line sexual behavior:
Where, T is temperature of thermodynamics, 
